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Manufacturer's Information
Handwriting Examination Test No. 18-523/524

Each sample set contained photographs of two patient care logs (Q1, Q2) and eight photographs of known writings

provided by two individuals. These included course of business writings, dictated writing exemplars, and dictated

signature exemplars provided by Dr. Brian Calgary (K1) and nurse Peggy Streep (K2). Participants were asked to 

determine if either of the two individuals contributed to the handprinting and signatures contained in the two

questioned items.

SAMPLE PREPARATION-

During production of dictated known writing, both writers were instructed broadly on formatting in order to maintain

general uniformity of appearance. During production of dictated signatures, the writers were requested to sign in the

name of “B Calgary.” Each questioned document was selected from several versions that were dictated to each

individual by a moderator. A majority of the handprinting and the signature of Q1 were produced by K1 writer Brian

Calgary. A smaller portion of the handprinting on Q1 (specifically, the statement “Administer Warfarin 3Mg 1x,

potential for post-op PE”) was produced by K2 writer Peggy Streep. The handprinting on Q2 was produced by K2

writer Peggy Streep, and the signature was produced by an unidentified third writer.

The writer of K1 is male and left-handed. The writer of K2 is female and right-handed.

SAMPLE ASSEMBLY:  Once predistribution results were obtained, all sample packs were prepared. For each sample

pack, the ten photographs were packaged into a pre-labeled manila envelope, sealed with evidence tape, and initialed

with "CTS". All DVDs were produced and placed into cases. QC checks were performed on both media.

VERIFICATION-

Predistribution testing supported the manufacturer's expected results. All predistribution labs confirmed that the K1

writer contributed to the handprinting of Item Q1. All but one of these participants indicated that a second writer, 

possibly the K2 writer, also contributed a portion of the handprinting in Q1. All predistribution participants were able to 

identify the K1 writer and eliminate the K2 writer as the source of the Q1 signature. The K2 writer was indicated as the

handprinting contributor of Item Q2, and the K1 writer was eliminated as the source. The K1 writer was also eliminated

as the source of the Q2 signature. Predistribution labs either eliminated the K2 writer as the source of the Q2 signature

or were inconclusive, but no lab identified this individual as a possible contributor.

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 


